It’s Time for the Community to Take the Next Big Step!
Goal of Consensus Process

• To achieve consensus around a high priority set of action steps to advance toward a national scale Learning Health System
The Process

• Background document: initial set of action items derived from your lightning slides, organized into categories

• 3 rounds of group activities, report out, and discussion

• Final consensus after the Summit
Group Process

Round 1: Six randomly constructed groups (Thursday PM)
  – Familiarization with background document
  – Identify top 5 items overall
  – What’s missing

Round 2: Six “category” groups (Friday AM)
  – Input: Refined action item list
  – Develop an action plan for assigned category
  – Identify top 3 items in action plan

Round 3: Same “category” groups (Friday PM)
  – Prioritize and refine action plan
Your Action Plan

• Six groups by theme
• Further input: Refined action item list from yesterday’s work of all group
• Develop an action plan for your group’s assigned category
  • List actions, not goals
  • Starting point is where we are now
  • Note dependencies that require sequence
  • 3-5 year timeframe
Report/Feedback Process

• We will pair up the groups
• In each pair:
  – One group report its action plan to the other
  – Critique/discussion ensues
  – Then switch roles
  – Each group has 30 mins to present and receive feedback